Uncoupling of horizontal cells alters the receptive fields of retinal bipolar cells.
Effects of uncoupling of horizontal cells by 1-octanol, a non-specific gap junction uncoupling agent, on the receptive field organization of cone-dominant bipolar cells were investigated in isolated, superfused carp retina, using intracellular recording techniques. At 1 mM, 1-octanol increased responses of cone driven horizontal cells to light spots, but decreased those to light annuli, indicating a reduction of the receptive field size of these cells by uncoupling. Furthermore, 1-octanol eliminated the surround response of OFF type bipolar cells and increased their center response. Similar effects of 1-octanol on the center and surround responses were observed in ON type bipolar cells. These results suggest that uncoupling of horizontal cells can significantly alter the receptive field organization of retinal bipolar cells.